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Address staffing shortages
Achieve short-term and long-term goals
Balance limited resources and increasing demands

International education is changing. Staffing shortages,
regulatory demands, and increased expectations are the
perfect storm for burnout and shrinking resources. 

Quest Cultural Solutions (QCS) helps educators meet
increasing demands through innovative, customized
support services.  We help your team:

TEMPORARY STAFFING

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

QCS provides customized, temporary staffing services to support
your immediate needs.

From writing reports to updating websites, we help you balance
routine tasks & big projects.

CONSULTING 
With 20+ years of experience, QCS consultants help you navigate
challenges & leverage opportunities.

QCS publications help you apply cutting-edge research to your
programs.  

PUBLICATIONS 
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STAFFING SOLUTIONS

Staffing shortages are on the rise in international education.
Turnover is at an all-time high, and educators need temporary
staffing solutions to weather the storm. 

Finding temporary staff who can hit the ground running is difficult,
but QCS solves this problem.  We provide temporary staffing for
different levels of your organization.  Our experienced staff
understand the nuances of international education, and they
seamlessly integrate into your operations.
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Temporary Support for Critical Needs
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SAMPLE STAFFING SERVICES

QCS staffing services are designed to meet your needs.  There's no long
term commitment.  Daily and weekly rates are available for short-term
needs, and long-term contracts provide support for parental leave,
sabbaticals, or FMLA absences.  Pricing is based on 3 tiers of service. 
 Since most requests involve multiple tiers of support, all pricing is
customized.

Need other services?  Contact us.  We're happy to customize a
staffing model to meet your needs.  
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Executive-Level
Tier 3

Mid-Level
Tier 2

Entry-Level
Tier 1

Clerical support
Virtual receptionists
Reviewing passport
information
Fielding phone calls or
monitoring an inbox 
Paperwork verification
Spreadsheet generation
Updating handouts

Developing marketing
campaigns & re-branding
Establishing course
equivalencies
Content development
Application management 
Software management
Virtual student advising
Open Doors reporting

Accreditation reports 
Office reorganization 
Strategic planning 
Program development 
Diversity, equity, &
inclusion initiatives
Risk management, health,
& safety infrastructure
Grant administration 
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT

International education is unpredictable, and projects can
overwhelm a busy office.  QCS project teams support a wide
range of routine and one-time projects.  We can help you craft
a plan to complete a project on your own or take over the
project for you.  Either way, we help you meet expectations
from start to finish.  Daily rates and flexible service packages
are available.  Contact us to get started!
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Thriving Under Pressure
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SAMPLE PROJECTS

Projects come in many shapes and sizes.  QCS can help.  With 20+ years
of experience, our project teams get you organized, get the job done,
and help you balance competing demands.  Need inspiration? Check out
these sample projects.

Updating Marketing Materials
Compiling Clery Data 
Completing Open Doors Reports 
Creating Orientation Modules 
Rebranding Websites
Developing Training Workshops 
Creating Terra Dotta Content 
Preparing Reports or Proposals
Benchmarking & Research 
Process Mapping
Assessing Learning Outcomes

Crafting Strategic Plans
Study Abroad Fair Preparation
Grant Administration
SWOT Analyses
Accreditation Preparation 
Curriculum Integration
Course Transfer Equivalencies
Facilitating Program Proposals 
Creating Budget Worksheets
Developing Job Descriptions
Writing Handbooks & Manuals

Need other services? Contact us. We're happy to customize a
service package to meet your needs.  
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CONSULTING SERVICES

International education is unpredictable.  Our work is irregular
and fast-paced, and it's hard to anticipate emerging needs.

QCS provides custom consulting services that help educators
thrive in this environment.  From branch campus
development to building risk management infrastructure, we
put your goals within reach. 
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Bringing Big Ideas to Life
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QCS CONSULTING MODEL

Gather perspectives and analyze data
Identify needs and opportunities
Provide actionable, financially appropriate recommendations (Burke,
2018)

QCS uses a customized, resource-appropriate consulting model.  Our
services result in actionable recommendations that add value and
innovation to your work.  To ensure that our services are tailored to fit
your needs, we use a 3-step consulting method:
 

1.
2.
3.

Flexible consulting packages are available to meet your needs.  Contact
us today for a free consultation.
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PUBLICATIONS

QCS publications help you apply cutting-edge insights to your
daily work.  Specializing in micro-resources, QCS publications
distill the latest research into digestible summaries, allowing
you to bridge the gap between theory and practice.  Browse
the bookstore to get started!
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Resources on Demand
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SAMPLE PUBLICATIONS

Based on 20+ years of research and experience, QCS has free resources
for immediate download.  Materials for purchase are also available
through Amazon.  Browse the bookstore to get started.

www.questcultural.com

Work Smarter, Not Harder: Leveraging Current Activities to Meet Stakeholder Needs
Crafting the Narrative: Effective Strategies for Communicating with Leadership
Avoiding Mission Creep: Managing Expanding Expectations
Quick Reference: The 5 Design Principles
Intercultural Learning Glossary
The Global Engagement Education Framework
Fact or Fiction? Debunking Myths about Intercultural Learning
Driven by Research, Informed by Practice: The Methodology Behind the Principles
Getting Started: The 5 Design Principles for Intercultural Learning
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No long-term commitment
Customized service packages
Daily, weekly, & long-term rates
Entry-level to executive support
Discounts available 

Ready to get started?  Our flexible service packages help you
meet increasing demands through innovative, customized
support.   

QCS helps you balance routine operations and long-term
goals.  Contact us today to get started!

NEXT STEPS

FLEXIBLE OPTIONS
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ABOUT QCS

A 20-year veteran of higher
education, Beth Laux saw a
growing number of international
educators struggle to meet the
demands of their work.  To
address this issue, Beth founded
Quest Cultural Solutions (QCS). 

QCS helps educators meet the
evolving needs of international
education programs.  From
staffing support to project
management, we empower
educators to effectively balance
routine operations and long-term
goals.  
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Beth M. Laux, Ed.D.
President & CEO, Quest Cultural Solutions
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